The dynamic analysis of a geared rotor-bearing system with time-varying gear mesh stiffness and pressure angle is presented in this paper. Although there are analyses for both of the gear and rotor-bearing system dynamics, the coupling effect of the time-varying mesh and geared rotor-bearing system is deficient. Therefore, the pressure angle and contact ratio of the geared rotor-bearing system are treated as time-varying variables in the proposed model while they were considered as constant in previous models. The gear mesh stiffness is varied with different contact ratios of the gear pair in the meshing process. The nonlinear equations of motion for the geared rotor-bearing system are obtained by applying Lagrange's equation and the dynamic responses are computed by using the Runge-Kutta numerical method. Numerical results of this study indicated that the proposed model provides realistic dynamic response of a geared rotor-bearing system.
Introduction
The geared rotor-bearing system is one of the main mechanisms for modern power transmission. It is often coupled with bearing systems, power generation and power extraction. On account of the increasing demand for high speed and accurate transportation, the research in the field of geared rotor dynamics is very important. The dynamic analysis of the geared rotor-bearing system with time-varying mesh effect is investigated in this paper.
The dynamic characteristics of geared rotor-bearing systems have been studied by many researchers[1~4]. Nelson [5] established the shape functions by using Timoshenko beam theory and finite element method, and Bucciarelli [6] presented unbalance response due to instability of rotating shaft. Shiau and Hwang [7] presented a polynomial expansion method for the dynamic analysis of rotor-bearing systems. For geared rotor system, Lund [8] considered the coupling effects of the torsional and lateral vibrations. Iida et al. [9] considered a simple geared system including the coupled torsional and flexural vibration. Neriya et al. [10] extended the model of Iida et al. [9] by representing a single gear with a two mass-spring-damper system. Kahraman et al. [11] developed a finite element model of a geared rotor system. Shiau et al. [12] analyzed the lateral response due to torsional excitation of geared rotor, and Lee et al. [13] developed the coupling of lateral and torsional vibration for the geared rotor-bearing system. The effects of the residual shaft bow and viscoelastic supports were investigated by Kang et al. [14] Kim et al. [15] developed a new dynamic model for the gear set that the pressure angle and the contact ratio as time-varying variables.
Modeling of the System
The configuration of a geared rotor-bearing system is shown in Fig. 1 . Two uniform flexible shafts are of length 1 L and 2 L , and the gear pair is mounted on the shafts. An external torque M exerts upon the driving gear. The contacting mesh force is represented by the gear mesh stiffness m k and damping m c along the pressure line. Four bearings are modeled as flexible elements with damping and stiffness denoted as b j c and b j k . A single shaft system with a rigid disk is shown in Fig. 2 [15] , which are mounted on the shafts as shown in Fig.1 . The teeth are regarded as flexible cantilever beams and are deformed by both the bending and shear. The mass, transverse mass moment of inertia, polar mass moment of inertia of the driving gear and driven gear are, respectively, 
where  i 1 and 2 mean the driving and driven gears, respectively. i  is the spin speeds of shaft. The displacement vectors for the mass centers of the gears are defined as
(
where i jˆ and i kˆ are the unit vectors in i X and i Y axes. The distance between centers, d , is changed to d after the motion, and d is defined as
(3)
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In Fig. 4 , the gear pair is modeled as the equivalent stiffness m k and damping m c with transmission error ) (t e t along the pressure line between the teeth. The equivalent stiffness and damping are treated as time-varying coefficients in this paper. The pressure line is defined as the common tangent line of the base circles for the gear set, and the pressure angle
where 1 R and 2 R are the radii of base circles of gears.
Gear Driving
Gear Driven 
The pressure angle and the gear position angle in this paper are affected by the translational motions of the gear pair while the previous studies neglected these effects. According to the above assumption that the gear mesh is modeled as the equivalent stiffness and damping with transmission error, the gear mesh deformation along the pressure line can be written as
Thus, the gear mesh force along the pressure line can be expressed as
The mesh stiffness model in Kahraman et al. [11] is used in this paper, and is described as a periodic function with mesh period 
Governing equation of the System
The components of this geared rotor-bearing system include the gear pairs, bearing supports and rotor shafts. The equations of motion are derived for each component as follows:
The gear pair in this paper is assumed as two disks, so the kinetic energies of driving gear and driven gear can be described as
The components of the gear mesh forces on the driving gear and the moment about the geometric center can be expressed
For the driven gears, similar expressions can be obtained by applying the Lagrange approach and neglecting the transmission error, the equations of motion of the gear pair can be obtained.
where
For shafts, two-noded element is used for the finite element formulation in this paper. As the shown in Fig. 6 , five degrees of freedom are considered at each nodal point. The kinetic energy and potential energy of the shaft element can be expressed as In this paper, those four bearing supports are assumed as isotropic. The potential energy and virtual work of th j bearing support can be expressed as
By the Lagrangian approach, the motion equations of th j bearing support can be obtained as
and j =1~4 The system equation of motion can be obtained by assembling equations of each component in the above, and is expressed as 
Results and Discussion
In order to compare the results of Kim et al. [15] , the eccentricity of the gear is neglected and the torsional bearing damping [12] and [15] . The rotating speeds of the shafts are considered as constants in this paper, and the acceleration process is neglected. Fig. 7 Fig. 7 are similar to those in Kim et al. [15] , and this indicates the accuracy of the simulation in this paper. The detail of the deformations are shown in Fig. 8 . The differently rotating speeds change the frequency of mesh, and the contact ratio of the mesh is also varied. But the varying of amplitude is unobvious. Because the eccentricity is neglected that the lateral deformations as Shiau's [12] , and 1  is selected as 3000 rpm. Fig. 9 shows the lateral deformation [15] .) Fig. 9 (a) also shows the lateral deformation with different damping coefficients, which effects the amplitude and convergence time for the vibration of lateral deformation. This geared rotor-bearing system with shaft 254  L can be convergent effectively same as the system 0  L when the damping coefficients are selected as [15] are considered into the 3-D geared rotor-bearing system in this paper, the damper should be redesigned. Fig. 9(b) shows the detail of the gear mesh deformation. The frequency content of responses is more complex when the time-varying mesh effect is considered as the system in this paper. However, as the shown in Fig. 9(b) , the mesh periods m T are the same for system with/without the rotating shaft. reason that the shafts are flexible, and this will increase the deformations of the gears. Especially while the gear pair is mounted at the middle of the shaft. In Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) , increasing the bearing stiffness can reduce the magnitudes of lateral deformations 1 r , 2 r in steady state effectively. 
Conclusions
The geared rotor-bearing system is one of the main mechanisms for modern power transmission. This paper investigates the dynamic responses by considering the couple effect of the time-varying mesh and geared rotor-bearing system, for it is deficient in the previous researches. The time-varying mesh effects include the pressure angle and contact ratio while the previous model has regarded them as constants. As the results show, the damper coefficient should be redesigned when this effect of time-varying gear mesh in 2-D plane are considered into the 3-D geared rotor-bearing system. Moreover, the mesh periods m T are the same for systems with/without the rotating shaft.
